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We are Emilie Bardet and Laurie Dal Grande, two french 
design students. We met each other during our universitary 
studies in transdisciplinary design. Since then we work 
together. Before, we both followed different courses, 
between product / textile design and graphic design. This 
allows us today to have a complementary approach and a 
dynamic work. We continued this project in partnership with 
The Toulouse Institute of Computer Science Research (IRIT), 
more particularly with Elipse group. In a trandisciplinary 
approach, we exchanged our knowledge between 
technology and design. This project allows us to understand 
this technology approach better and to enrich our design 
work methodology. 

Laurie Dal GrandeEmilie Bardet 



« Mediatory-screen » is an semi-opaque exchange support 
that doesn’t completely obstruct the reality, but on the 
contrary, lets appear through. It adds and increases 
the viewing angle of the user. It enriches and enhances 
the reality.

Monocle is a portable video-guide intended for museums. It 
includes a practical handle, a transparent screen and another 
screen which is much more smaller than the first one and 
completely opaque. It also has a camera used to observe the 
user’s environment.

The device being light, it will be easy to manipulate and move 
it around, especially with its designed handle very useful to 
take it in hand. In addition, to avoid any drops and falls, the 
handle will be equipped with a strap. The curved form of 
the device, like a hand mirror, will appear to the visitor like a 
second face that initiate a discussion, like a speech bubble.

Through the device transparent screen that visitors can put in 
front of the artwork, an embedded content will be proposed. 
The interposed display being partially transparent will not 
hide the artwork and will increase it with further information 
and anecdotes. It will become a mediator encouraging 
observation and exploration of the artist’s work. Indeed, 
Monocle will notice pre-recorded points of interest when the 
visitor will sweep the artwork or cartels using a single camera 
on the back of the device. Then, further textual information 
will be displayed on the transparent screen. Three types of 
content will be proposed. The first one will be related to the 
artist, the second will tell an anecdote about the artwork, 
its realization or its context, and the third will describe the 
techniques used to create the work of art.  Additionally, some 
points of interest will also contain  information about how to 
ask for the usage tips of the device, ask for help or request 
the museum map. Displays are at the same time a knowledge 
support and an intermediary between visitors and artworks.

In order to insure a better readability without degrading 
the transparent game effect, a second display, opaque and 
smaller, fits in the video-guide to broadcast other pictures 
or details in link with the current observed artwork. On one 
hand, textual content will appear on the transparent display, 
but on the other hand, some pictures will be displayed on the 
second opaque screen guaranteeing more artwork’s details.
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7.

4.

3.

5.

6.

2.

1.   Silver Spoon - Helena Emmans 3.   Ware Lamp - MSDS Studio

4.   SpOOn - Ellen Cole 5.   KESHIKI - Studio Finna 6.   Piattona - Elise Rijnberg

7.    Emerald Spirit Eye Dish  - Sister Golden

2.   Cercles et Triangles rose - AMMIKI

1.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13. 14. 15.

8.   Elli Mirror- Knauf & Brown

15.   Sculpture Double Moon- Kristina Dam Studio

10.  Suzanne Sullivan

11.   Ashkal - Neëst - Richard Yasmine 12.   Selfportrait- Ilaria Innocenti et Giorgio Laboratore

13.    Pacific Chabratree - Neëst 14.    Avesha Michael

9.   Clay Hickson

To create a singular object, 
we made an artistic research 
to create a moodboard with 
the aim of making appear 
potentialities and uses. In 
consequence, Monocle isn’t 
rectangular. Full of curves, 
it goes with users during 
the museum tour. Despite 
its dimensions due to its 
technology, its form stays soft 
and poetic.
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1.  Avatar 3.   Avengers 

4.  Iron Man 5.   Avatar 6.   Minority Report 

7.    Prometheus 

2.   Blade Runner 2049 

2.

3.

4. 5.

6.

7.

1.

8.   Avatar

15.   Minority Report

10.  Iron Man

11.   Star Wars 12.   Avatar 

13.    Iron Man 14.   Minority Report

9.   Avengers

9.

10.

11.

12. 13.

14.

15.
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Casting searchs for the handle 
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Monocle is a portable video-guide. Visitors can take it at 
the museum entrance when they begin their visit. Through 
a strap, Monocle is easily transportable during all the visit. 
Indeed, the visitor can put the strap around its neck and let 
the device dangle. However, when he has to use it to sweep 
an artwork, it will be possible to unclip the device from the 
strap to detach it from the bend around the neck. So, once in 
front of an artwork which captures visitor’s attention, he can 
hold Monocle like a magnifying glass without any disturbance.

The user can guide Monocle to target specific points of 
interest to obtain more information about the artist’s story, 
the realization context or anecdote of the artwork. He can 
also sweep the entire artwork to find hidden points with 
riddles or other games to discover the artwork in another way.



“If we consider one after the 

other my equestrian statues 

of the last twelve years, we 

can see that each time the 

rider is unable to tame his 

horse and that the beast in his 

anxiety, become even wilder, 

bebecomes also more rigid, ins-

tead of rearing up.”

“He also likes the gushing 

of the limbs stretched by 

the dance and, his impor-

tant drawings prove it, the 

curved forms projected 

into the space.”



Danzatrice, 1953, bronzo. 

148 x 59,7 x 33,8 cm.

Le Vegini, 1916. Oil su tavola. 

69 x 59,5 cm.

About the artist : 
« He likes the spurt of limbs distended by the 
dance and, his important drawings prouve it, 
curved formes projected in the space. »

About the technique : 
« And your bronze becomes alive. And more you 
hit, more it becomes alive. »

Anecdote : 
He was exposed in Japan for his sculptures 
in 1978.

About the artist : 
Marino Marini’s first exposition about the Italian 
modern art takes place in 1944 at the MOMA 
New York.

About the technique : 
Golden rule of oil paints: to paint « greasy on 
lean » Every coat placed must to be lightly 
« greasier than the last ».

Anecdote : 
« Simplification takes away from nature only in 
appearance: in reality it brings it back. »

Some examples of content

SCULPTURE : 

PAINTING : 

Deux Clowns et cheval, 1960, 

lithography in color on color, 

lithography on card. 64x48 

cm; 76x56cm.

About the artist : 
« If we consider one after the other my equestrian 
statues of the last twelve years, we can see that 
each time the rider is unable to tame his horse 
and that the beast in his anxiety, become even 
wilder, becomes also more rigid, instead of 
rearing up. »

About the technique : 
The lithography is a flat-impression process that 
follows the principle of revulsion of the water 
and the grease. We draw on a no-porous chalky 
rock in the water, with a pencil or a greasy ink 
named lithographic.

Anecdote : 
It lithographs prove a real artistic motivation : 
they are a way for him to escape from 
the constraints of the three-dimensional 
constructions of its sculptures. It litographs are 
characterized by « a boldness in the colors, a 
vibrating sensitivity of the lines and a vigorous 
technique. »

DRAWING :
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Opaque Screen ø50mmm

OLED Transparent Screen
4 pouces

Strap

Button ON/OFF

Interlocking system which enables the staff museum 
to open the handle in order to change the battery or to 
repair the device.



Edging system reinforcing the screen 
support and the sturdiness of the whole 
device.

Empty handle for the battery or other 
components that supply both screens.

The handle will be build in plastic and its color will be in 
harmony with the identity of the museum and the interac-
tive signage system.



Exploded view of the device.

The handle is the only part that the user will touch. So, it has to 
offer an adaptive support to as many people as possible. Moreover, 
it must be very light while including all the necessary components 
to its functioning (battery, control systems, both screens …). It also 
has to be easily transportable and manoeuverable. A mechanical 
reinforcement system such as the one on ping-pong rackets could 
be used to strenghen Monocle.
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Strap

OLED Transparent Screen
4 pouces

Opaque Screen ø50mmm

Button ON/OFF

For the transparent part to display the text, it seemed interesting 
to use an OLED screen (Organic Light Emitting Diode). Indeed, 
it has a better quality. Moreover, its bulk is weak : OLED screen 
doesn’t need a backlight so the screen is thinner and lighter. The 
electricity consumption is also much lower than rivals. However, 
the OLED screen is very expensive, so it’s also possible to use a 
LCD transparent screen.

We compared technology’s Runcible and technology’s 
smartwatch. Runcible is a circle mobile phone, created by 
Aubrey Anderson. The technology’s Runcible seems the most 
appropriate for Monocle, let that be about dimensions of the 
display or about the processor. Moreover it has a camera at 
the back.
The device will be easy to use for museum staff, either for 
updating data about the artworks’ museum or the scanning 
areas useful to access these data. 
 

LIGHT

LIGHT

Cathode

Emissive
layer

Conductive 
layer

Anode

Substrate

7MP CAMERA

2.5’’ 256 DPI

CIRCULAR THIN BEZEL TOUCH SCREEN

wIFI, BLUETHOOT 4.1, 4G/LTE

SNAPDRAGON 410 QUAD CORE 1.2 GHZ

1GB RAME, 8GB FLASH

Circular thin bezel touch screen
2.5’’ 256 DPI

Snapdragon 410 QUAD CORE 1,2 GHZ

7MP cameraWifi, bluethout 4.1, 4G/LTE

1 GB rame, 8GB flash

OLED screen composition plan

Runcible plan
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Museum signage system is also part of the visitor’s 
experience extending the experience while supervising 
visitors routes. Pictograms will be explained before the visit 
and could be scanned by the video-guide, as well as the 
artworks. These signage elements could be ordered in three 
categories. The first one could let visitors get information 
about the video-guide Monocle all along the visit (concept, 
operations …). The second pictogram could present needed 
information such as emergency call, security call number, 
opening hours or among other museum news. Finally, the last 
type of pictogram could give access to location information 
inside the museum, displaying a map with a location point on 
this map, the different areas around the location, etc.
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The user can sweep the entire artwork to find hidden points with 
riddles or other games to discover the artwork in another way. 
Cartels are also here to indicate areas in wich ones it’s possible to 
target specific points.

Examples of areas



Raleway by The League of Moveable Type

Playfair Display by Claus Eggers Sørensen

Typeface credits

Other credits

http://mono.hm/#runcible




